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Phyllis and Susan not only developed this Resource Kit, they also developed a friendship
with increased faith for what God can do even in the midst of a crisis called COVID 19. We
observed churches grow and expand their use of technology.
Though there were some initial struggles, churches had some form of worship anyway.
God must always remain our top priority for worshiping, praising and praying. We will begin
with helping churches to learn additional ways to embrace technology for engaging and
keeping people connected to the Trinity God, the Father, God, the Son and God, the Holy
Spirit.

─

Phyllis and Susan are thinking beyond tomorrow in the presence of today.

Introduction
Dr. Phyllis W. Sanders, Vital Congregations Coordinator, at Trinity Presbytery and Mrs.
Susan Hammersley of South Aiken Presbyterian Church Aiken, South Carolina partnered to
create a Resource Kit for Pastors, Congregations and the Community, (A PCC Resource Kit).
This kit is designed to keep pastors, congregations and communities connected with
minimum stress and maximum peace.
While the new buzz words are “social distancing,” it really means “physical distancing” from
social and spiritual gatherings. Attending church as we have always done in the past is
both a social and spiritual gathering that has been vastly interrupted. Some pastors,
congregations and communities are struggling to discover new ways to communicate and
stay connected in the midst of chaotic times.
Fear is in competition with faith among many people: fear of technology, fear of social
media, fear of isolation, fear of contracting COVID 19, fear of dying, fear of job loss, and
now fear of lack of food, etc. All of these fears are legitimate because fear is an emotional
response, but so is a response of faith in God. This PCC Resource Kit is intended to allay
fears. The PPC Resource Kit provides information that will bring peace and support in
learning technology. It provides an opportunity to develop new skills for alternative ways
to communicate with one another, worship with each other and have fun and joy in the
confines of our homes and in limited places.
The Resource Kit will provide information on various topics to support the well-being of its
readers. Susan and Phyllis are placing this Resource Kit on the TRINITY PRESBYTERY
WEBSITE for you to read, learn, practice, apply and share with your connected
communities. We encourage you to pray, stay in the Word of God and find your favorite
Scripture to recite and your favorite hymn or gospel songs to sing each day as you
continue learning to connect in a new and alternative way. Now that the hot topic of
reopening businesses and churches is upon us, we must realize that we cannot and must
not go back to the “old time way.”
We offer some topics for you to give some deep thought, reflect upon your thoughts and
devote some time in prayer about your thoughts. The pandemic should have everyone
thinking and rethinking about what really matters in life and who really matters in life. As
you delve into this Resource Kit, do so with an open mind, an open heart and an open
opportunity to change, if you feel led by the Holy Spirit.

All churches and denominations can gain if we cross the line to share in practices that
bring all of us closer to God and embrace the power of Jesus Christ and the Holy Spirit.
Too often we speak of God and Jesus and shy away from speaking about the Holy Spirit.
We have to remember that the Holy Spirit is God according to the Holy Bible. If the Holy
Spirit seems distant from your knowledge base, read these Scriptures as you prepare for
what’s ahead in this Resource Kit. Psalm 139:7-8; Acts 5:3-4; 1 Corinthians 2:10); 2 Peter 1:21)
are good references in seeing that the Holy Spirit has an active role in the Trinity or the
God-Head. Each God-Head has a distinct role. During challenging times, it is important to
know that the Holy Spirit has fellowship with believers (2 Corinthians 13:14). Clearly, the
Holy Spirit is a Person, just as the Father and the Son are Persons.
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Embracing Virtual Connections
USING TECHNOLOGY FOR SPIRITUAL & EMOTIONAL HEALTH DURING SOCIAL ISOLATION
SUSAN C. HAMMERSLEY
The United States is, at the time of this writing, in the very beginning stages of social distancing
and quarantine to protect ourselves and others from the spread of COVID-19. People are
experiencing high levels of anxiety, feelings of isolation and loneliness, while often living in fear.
Our routines are interrupted, and there is uncertainty about the future.
While some people are working from home, others are still having to go into the workplace
creating more work with the extra hand washing and social distancing. Adults are not alone in
experiencing these changes. Schools are closed and children find themselves at home with new
ways of learning and responding to teachers. In some cases, parents are having to play dual
roles, teacher and parent. Being confined at home or in certain restricted areas at work can be
stressful. People are missing friends, classmates, church members and other social groups.
The information in this article is designed to assist you with other ways of connecting with family,
friends, co-workers and others. Social distancing is the new buzz word, but it does not have to
mean social disconnection. With technology today, the Internet can be a useful tool in
maintaining or gaining emotional and spiritual health. It is a great way to stay connected with
grandchildren, children and far away friends.
Let’s look at a few ways to utilize technology that might benefit you, now more than ever.
Click the underlined words for easy video tutorials.
Video Calls: Whether you use FaceTime, FaceBook Messenger, Skype, Google Duo or another
platform, there is no reason you cannot see your loved ones. Just speaking on the phone (audio
only) is nice but seeing someone face-to-face is always better. It is not like being in person, but
video calls allow you to see and talk to one another in real time.
Video Conferencing: Zoom has become really popular because it is free and very user- friendly.
Although many companies use this platform for conference meetings, there is no reason you
cannot use it in place of other regular social/spiritual gatherings. Maybe you meet with a ladies
group for lunch every week? You can set up a Zoom meeting on that same day and time and still
see one another, talk and pray together. (Idea: Have everyone bring their lunch to their desk or
stream from their kitchen table.)
Social Media: FaceBook, Instagram, Snapchat, and Twitter are a few of the most popular outlets
of social media. Not only can you stay connected to your friends and families, shop, get up to
the minute breaking news, if you so desire; you can also meet new people by participating in
groups. Whether your interest is knitting, collecting, fashion, motorcycles or

literally anything else, more than likely there are many people who share your interest. You can
connect through social media.
YouTube: YouTube is a video sharing service. If you ever want to learn more about any topic or
learn to do any task, chances are there is a video here to help you. Music videos, playlists,
movies, self-help and other resources are also available. Many ministries have their own
YouTube channels. Start by putting in the name of someone you have read about or seen on
television that ministered to you (i.e. Dr. Danny Silk, “Keep Your Love On”). YouTube is a great
alternative to watching the news or repeat television shows.
Virtual Religious Services: Especially now, many churches are offering online services, bible
studies and resources. Take advantage of this! Maybe you really enjoy a minister who is in
another state. This may be a good time to check and see if his/her services are now available
online.
Music: Never underestimate the power that music has to make you feel at peace and help you
feel closer to God. I especially encourage you to listen to new music. I am currently listening to
You Make Me Brave by Bethel Music; check it out. Whether you are cleaning the house or
drinking a cup of coffee on your porch, music can aide you in your prayer and meditation time.
Neuroscience has proven that music can lower anxiety. (Idea: Go to YouTube.com and search for
Christian music for anxiety.)
Planning special family time, time set aside to talk and play games, can be beneficial. More time
at home requires more time planning on how to interact with patience. It is a time to practice the
Fruit of the Spirit. Could there be any greater time to start depending on the Holy Spirit and
having the Fruit of the Spirit (love, joy, peace, long-suffering, gentleness, goodness, faith,
meekness, self-control) alive in your life?
If we are not required to go into work, we are spending a lot more time at home. Events are
canceled and more time is freed up for home. School and extra-curricular activities are
canceled; more time for being at home. You have time, now. This tumultuous time may be
revealing the places where you need God most. Join me in using technology in getting closer to
God. Join me in spiritual and emotional healing. Join me in closer connections: To God, to
yourself and to one another.

“TECHNOLOGY IS BEST
WHEN IT BRINGS
PEOPLE TOGETHER.”
-UNKNOWN

“TECHNOLOGY IS NOTHING.
WHAT’S IMPORTANT IS THAT YOU
HAVE A FAITH IN PEOPLE, THAT
THEY’RE BASICALLY GOOD AND
SMART, AND IF YOU GIVE THEM
TOOLS, THEY’LL DO WONDERFUL
THINGS WITH THEM.”
– STEVE JOBS

A Theological Perspective
OF TECHNOLOGY FOOD FOR THOUGHT AND A LOT TO SWALLOW
DR. PHYLLIS SANDERS
The period of technological changes we are now living through and worshiping
through are creating a profound impact on people who have been accustomed to
walking into the doors of a church facility. Most congregants, including pastors, have
been stretched and challenged to find alternative ways to conduct formal worship
services. Some churches are more technologically advanced than others. Some
churches may not even be at an introductory stage of technology. Yet, all churches
have been forced to change from the old way to a new way, using some form of
technology. Churches that were embracing technology prior to the pandemic have
learned to reach people beyond the church pews. They already had methods of
communication offering multiple choices such as Facebook Live, Live stream
services, Videos, methods for paying offerings and tithes on-line and many other
alternative ways that extended to the community and to the world. Others have
chosen to remain traditional.
While technology has brought us together in such a time as this, it has also brought
us to a time for new conversations and discussions. We must now begin to engage in
discussions about the theology of technology and what that means to us individually
and collectively, in addition to what it means for the future of the church. If churches
are compelled to turn to technology to connect people to the messages of the
Gospel of Jesus Christ, then it is incumbent upon us to deepen our understanding of
how theology and technology connect. Hopefully, these types of discussions and
other topics of change will soon reach the agenda and meeting tables among church
leaders. It will take all people praying and discerning what might be the best
practices for having inspired worship and keeping the congregations and community
connected through technology. Worship can be inclusive.
Does virtual worship have to have only one voice participating in the service? One
church in a nearby city has a liturgist, someone to read the Old Testament another to
do the Prayer of Illumination and another to do the New Testament reading, making
worship an inclusive process. The congregation can here familiar voices and have a
similar experience to their traditional Sunday Worship. Announcements are made
too. The pastor preaches and prays. Service is over in 40 minutes and people leave
having heard the voices of several people. Each week the pastor coordinates the
service with the worship committee consisting of active elders. That is just one way
to worship with inclusiveness.

Another important perspective on the theology of technology is omitting the
opportunity for people who may want to give their lives to Christ or join the church.
Are pastors inviting people to join the church and give their lives to Christ during
these alternative worship services? Technology reveals the number of people
listening and watching service, but it does not indicate the people who may want to
give their lives to Christ or even join the church. Are churches missing an
opportunity to keep the Great Commission alive and well? If someone needs to
have a special prayer or words of encouragement, are there people in place to
accommodate such requests? Is there a person and number to call? Pastors and
church leaders need a well-developed plan for accepting new members or people
who want to have a relationship with Jesus Christ. All of these are thoughts that
need to be at the discussion table. Is there a technology discussion table? Who is
invited? Perhaps answering these questions will give another theological
perspective on technology as people begin to think beyond tomorrow.

“THE
PHYSICAL
CHURCH
FACILITY
SHOULD NEVER BE THE ONLY PLACE ONE
CAN BE INVITED TO GIVE HER/HIS LIFE TO
CHRIST. EACH VIRTUAL WORSHIP SERVICE
IS A DAY THAT WILL NEVER COME AGAIN.
SEIZE THE MOMENT TO CAPTURE A SOUL
FOR CHRIST. WE ALL KNOW THAT IT IS
IMPORTANT TO SAVE DOCUMENTS WHEN
WE ARE USING TECHNOLOGY, BUT DON’T
FORGET THAT JESUS SAVES TOO! (PAWS,
2020)

Generating Discussions
ON TECHNOLOGY AND THE GOSPEL OF JESUS CHRIST
DR. PHYLLIS SANDERS
How is the Gospel of Jesus Christ Being Spread in the 21st Century?
One way to begin engaging in discussions is to create questions that promote creative,
critical, spiritual and analytical thinking. Questions should evoke possibilities such as what
if...? What would happen if we... ? or how would it help if we did...? To make it more
engaging, every Session member or church leader invited to the table could bring one
question to the table. We, as regular church attendees, must continue to search for new
ways to reach and teach the Gospel of Jesus Christ.
Data scientists are already ahead of the game in exploring new ways to spread the Gospel.
They now have a Chatbot that uses artificial intelligence (AI) software to tell people about
Jesus. The Chatbot was presented at a conference hosted by Lifeway Resources in 2018.
While the general population of congregants may not be ready for these discussions,
surely there are those leaders who would be interested in exploring ideas and
opportunities to accept or reject any notion to have Chatbots as alternative means for
worship for your church. However, Daniel Whitenack, a data scientist and one of the
presenters at the Lifeway Resource Conference in 2018, reported that “to date, more than
400 people have interacted with the bot and made professions of faith.”
Engaging in a discussion on technology and the church is not a farfetched thought or idea.
It is upon us now! Perhaps the discussion should begin with what implication does this
have in church attendance and pastors preaching a sermon face-to-face with a
congregation? What implication might technology have on the 7 Marks of Vital
Congregations for which we were thriving to become vital congregations in a brick and
mortar building? We are no longer in a building? Could this change possibly turn in to a
new norm?
We are already engaging in Artificial Intelligence (AI). Artificial Intelligence makes it
possible for machines to learn information and experiences by adding new inputs to
perform like human beings. Artificial Intelligence is already active in most of our lives right
now and replacing humans and human intelligence. If you don’t believe it, ask Siri. She
replaced road maps with artificial intelligence, and we are following her directions. Are we
ready to see pastors replaced with Artificial Intelligence? Will we soon be replaced by a
Chatbot who will spread the Gospel
of Jesus Christ or we will create new ways to

Reflecting and Advancing
TECHNOLOGICAL THINKING WITH THE 7 MARKS OF VITAL
CONGREGATIONS IN TRINITY PRESBYTERY
DR. PHYLLIS SANDERS
1. Lifelong Discipleship Formation
How can technology help shape lifelong discipleship? In what way(s) are we
connected to Christ through technology? How will technology enhance or interfere
with our lifelong discipleship in following Christ? How can we determine if people are
getting a real sense of joy, peace and energy as a church family when engaging in
technology for worship service? What does technology offer to people to help them
learn how to share the Good News of Jesus Christ? Are people being trained in
accessing technology for ways to discover how to engage in opportunities for lifelong
discipleship formation? What are the implications for new types of training for churches
participating in the Vital Congregations Initiative and the Matthew 25 Initiative.
2. Intentional Authentic Evangelism
In what way(s) does the use of technology cause pastors and church leaders to be
more intentional in their work to carry out the Great Commission? How can
technology measure, if at all, the authenticity and commitment of the leaders and
congregation to seek the unchurched? To what extent has the pastor invited people to
Christ through technology? Describe. How can technology be better utilized to
promote and engage leaders in understanding the concept of evangelism in sharing
the Good News of Jesus Christ? Does the word evangelism cause us to look the other
way? If so, what alternatives do you have to offer to evangelism? Bring it to the
discussion table.
3. Outward Incarnational FocusIn what way can technology be utilized to help
congregations reach the community in which the church resides? How can the
church offer the community a place to learn about Christ through the use of
technology? How would it benefit the church to have a digital marquee in the
community? How would it benefit the community? In what ways can technology the
community to the church to participate in ministries and prayer? How did the church
reach out to the community during the pandemic? How was your love for Christ and
the community demonstrated through hands and feet or technology? In what way does
the church’s website communicate the message of being an authentic welcoming
church? What technology opportunities does the community have to interact with the
church? Are we truly a connectional church or is it a slogan? How do we connect to

4. Empowered Servant Leadership
How has technology been used to equip and empower members to be leaders and
then to become servant leaders in name and action?
How has the church advanced in training leaders to be technology savvy for effective
and efficient communication within the church and communicating to the church? How
does the church engage children and youth in preparing and empowering them to be
servant leaders for the future? How have youth and young adults been extended the
opportunity to utilize technology in their service to Christ and His people? In what ways
can technology be used in the church to assist people in sharing their stories and
preserving church history? Children and Youth are more expert in technology than
most adults. Are we calling on our own experts?
5. Spirit-Inspired Worship
How can the church utilize technology to call the congregation and community into
a deeper relationship with Christ? How many individuals in the church are equipped
with the gift and skill for managing technology within the church? How is the worship
service taken to the nursing homes, care facilities, prisons and homes of the “disabled”
and the ones “unable” to utilize some form of technology? If the worship service is
delivered through a specific means of technology, how are visitors recognized and
invited to become a part of the church through membership or involvement in church
ministries? Can technology be used to teach, train and inspire members to learn ways
to maintain the sacredness of worship wherever that are listening or watching?What
role does prayer have in the life of the virtual church? How can technology improve our
prayer life in worship service?
What role does prayer have in the life of the church? How can technology improve our
prayer life in worship service, especially if there is an immediate need? In what ways
can technology allow people to glorify God during worship service?How can the
importance of praise be incorporated beyond words when technology is utilized in
worship service? What role does prayer have in the life of the church, and how can
technology improve our corporate prayer in virtual worship service?
6. Caring Relationships
As a connectional church, how can the use of technology bring people together to feel
like they belong to a community of faith and faithful members? Will technology bring
people together and allow them to safely share their stories, make confessions without
judgment and celebrate their triumphs? What will that type of technology look like? Is
technology likely to cultivate an environment that is genuine and sincere or impede it
from the opportunity to cultivate the environment? How can technology create a
collaborative relationship with other churches and community organizations? What are
visible signs outside the doors of the church that indicate this is a place where caring
relationships are honored? How can technology enhance a church’s marquee to offer

7. Ecclesial Health
One of the greatest ways to have or improve ecclesial health in the church is through
prayer. Are there ways prayers can be lifted up through technology? What types of prayer
ministries are in your church? Can our lives be shaped by prayers with technology? How does
technology take attention away from the Holy Spirit? What type of spiritual operational norms
are used to minimize conflict between pastors and Sessions and other officers in the church?
How will technology employ the church’s core values, by-laws, and work with them to
monitor the health of the church? Are technology equipment and necessary software
packages included as a line item in the church’s budget?
The Vital Congregations Initiative has given churches the freedom to explore new thoughts
and ideas. The initiative offers opportunities to be creative and discerning where the Holy
Spirit is leading. It motivates leaders to try innovative ways to reach communities of diverse
people and to take strong steps of faith in reaching out to them. The Initiative teaches us not
to fear exploring a new territory or route that has never been traveled; just follow the path of
Jesus. Nothing is impossible for God. Therefore, we are exploring different ways to think and
interact in the world around us to gain knowledge about traditional and current practices that
will bring the greatest rewards to the Kingdom of God in serving and preparing the people on
earth for the KINGDOM OF GOD. After all, it was Paul who reminded the Colossians to take an
eternal perspective, setting their mind on “the things above” (Col. 3:1-2).

Are you someone who is motivated to help those around you follow
Jesus? Do you feel like current ministry approaches just aren’t working?
Ready to build digital strategies that engage hearts.
above to learn more.

Click this photo

Write any ideas that you may have for advancing technology to
incorporate innovative ways to address and implement at least one of the
7 Marks. Then take a break, relax and try to find words in this puzzle that
are associated with the pandemic.

ALCOHOL
ANXIETIES
COUGH
DISINFECTANTS
FEARS
FRUSTRATION
GLOVES
HAND SANITIZERS
ISOLATION
MASKS
SNEEZING
SOAP
SPRAYS
WATER

Have some fun and take the quarantine

challenge.

See if you can find sixteen (16) books of the Bible hidden in the paragraph below. They
won’t be obvious and that’s the challenge.
I once made a remark about the hidden books of the Bible (merely by a fluke). It kept
people looking so hard for the facts and for others it was a revelation. Some were in a
jam, especially since the name of the books were not capitalized, but the truth finally
struck home to numbers of readers. To others it was a real job. We want it to be the most
fascinating few moments for you. Yes, there will be some really easy ones to spot. Others
may require judges to help them. I quickly admit it usually takes a minister to fine one of
them and there will be loud lamentations when it is found. A little lady says she brews a
cup of tea so she can concentrate better. See how well you can compete.

relax now.

A THEOLOGICAL

Perspective on Prayer
WHAT ARE YOUR THOUGHTS ABOUT PRAYER?
DR. PHYLLIS SANDERS
““Prayer is the Christian's lifeline to God...” according to E.M Bounds, pastor, chaplain
and author of 11 books on prayer. Homer W. Hodge, a close friend of E.M. Bounds and
contributing writer to his books, leaves these prayer thoughts in his legacy to ponder:
“Prayer should always be the breath of our breathing, the thought of our thinking,
the soul of our feeling, the life of our living, the sound of our hearing, and the
growth of our growing. Prayer is length without end, width without bounds, height
without top, and depth without bottom; illimitable in its breadth, exhaustless in
height, fathomless in depths, and infinite in extension. Oh, for determined men and
women who will rise early and really burn for God. Oh for a faith that will sweep into
heaven with the early dawning of morning and have ships from a shoreless sea
loaded in the soul’s harbor ere the ordinary laborer has knocked the dew from the
scythe or the lackluster has turned from his pallet of straw to spread nature’s
treasures of fruit before the early buyers.”
John Calvin, theologian, pastor and reformer in Geneva during the Protestant
Reformation, speaks of prayer in these words. “But after we have learned by faith to
know that whatever is necessary for us or defective in us is supplied in God and in our
Lord Jesus Christ, in whom it hath pleased the Father that all fullness should dwell, that
we may thence draw as from an inexhaustible fountain, it remains for us to seek and in
prayer implore of him what we have learned to be in him.”
The Apostle Paul in the New Testament is considered to be one of the greatest prayer
warriors of all time. Paul thanked God for each one of his people. In Romans 1:8-9, Paul
penned these words, “First, I thank my God through Jesus Christ for all of you... In 1
Corinthians 1: 4, he further speaks these words, “I give thanks to my God always for you
because of the grace of God that was given you in Christ Jesus.” It was Paul who also
projected the idea of praying without ceasing.
Then there is Jesus who also found prayer to be a privilege and practice. Jesus prayed
such powerful prayers to God that one of the disciples was touched in his heart and
deeply stirred in his soul causing his mouth to utter one of the greatest requests from
their Lord spoken in these words, “Lord, teach us to pray” (Luke 11:1). It was the power
and impact of the prayers of Jesus that presented us the gift of what we know as the

Lord’s Prayer. People who profess that they struggle with praying in their own words also confess
that they can pray the Lord’s Prayer with ease and great memory. Praying the Lord’s Prayer is still
a powerful way to approach the throne of God. Do people concentrate on what the words really
mean as they are reciting this model prayer? As we grow stronger in our walk with Jesus, our
prayers should also grow deeper and wider, covering the multitude of needs for all people
worldwide.
Prayer is a privilege for all. Yet, prayer is not always a daily practice in the life of people who
proclaim to be followers of Jesus Christ, the one who taught us to pray. During this pandemic,
it is a time to think about our views and beliefs about prayer and its power. It is a time to begin
to understand why we pray, how we pray and to Whom we pray. If Jesus, the Son of God, prayed,
should we do less? Praying is easier when we read the Bible, reflect and recall our daily
blessings. These activities alone can quickly give us a prayer of thanksgiving. Whether it is a
prayer of thanksgiving or intercessory (praying for others), there must be a willingness to sacrifice
the time to pray to God, through Jesus Christ. Studying the Scriptures and reflecting on times
when you knew that God and only God did something in your life, gives evidence that God is real
and powerful. That experience can also make praying easier. It can increase your faith in the
power of God to do what was thought to be the impossible. God desires us to pray. He responds
to our prayers, but it is in His time, in His way and in His will. Praying is a faith journey where there
may not be any immediate light to a situation. This is a time when we have to trust God in the
dark. That is why reading Scriptures can make it much easier to pray and wait for God to respond
so that we can see the light of Jesus shine in our midst.
When illness comes upon us or someone we know, we reach for people who will pray for us and
with us. That is a good practice. Praying on a daily basis is a better practice because when
unexpected circumstances and unsuspected health issues arise, a person who prays daily is also
a person who is a first responder who immediately goes to God in prayer.
A study on National Trends in Prayers conducted by researchers at the University of
Massachusetts Medical School, West Virginia University and Morehouse School of
Medicineconcluded: “Prayer use in response to health concerns has increased over time.
Individuals are more likely to engage in prayer if they are non-Caucasian, female, or highly
educated. Furthermore, those employing prayer for health concerns are also more likely to take
steps to ensure their health by engaging in health protective behaviors. However, prayer use
related to health concerns is seen across multiple demographic and socio-economic factors.
Therefore, it is critical to understand how this religious/spiritual behavior has changed and
how this may affect patients’ mental and physical health as another step forward in improving
the quality of care.” A number of studies suggest that prayer is positively associated with wellbeing and physical health.
raying reaches new heights among people, both churched and unchurched, when confronted
with major crises. Researchers found that more than half of Americans have called on God to end
the spread of COVID-19, including some people who rarely ask for divine help any time. The
Coronavirus that has touched and tilted lives around the world has caused an increase in prayer.

“Large majorities of Americans who pray daily (86%) and of U.S. Christians (73%) have taken to
prayer during the outbreak,” and so have 15% of adults who say they seldom or never
pray.Nearly one-quarter of folks who say they don’t belong to any religion have prayed during
this pandemic, according to the Pew Research Center. Does it really have to be a crisis to turn
people to Christ? How are pastors and church leaders engaging in prayer and promoting the
power of prayer other than a time of crises or illness?
Sermons after sermons are now telling people to pray, trust God, have faith and read the
Scriptures for peace and comfort. Apparently, people paid attention. According to a
representative at Christian Post, Bible sales increased 57% higher than the 9/11 terrorist
attacks.The Alabaster Book Company reported that their Bible sales jumped by 143% over last
year. Life Application Study Bible sales have gone up by 44% and sales of the Immerse Bible
up by 60%, according to Jim Jewell, an executive at Tyndale Publishing Company. It appears
that the pandemic upended people’s lives and moved them in a new direction. WOW! Could
this possibly mean that every knee is bowing and every tongue is beginning to confess that
Jesus Christ is Lord? If so, thank God for the pandemic. Let’s pray that knees will continue to
bow and tongues will continue to confess and maybe, just maybe, we can ward off the next
pandemic—just a thought.
What about when the world is quieter and people are thriving in success again, opening up
restaurants, going back to the sports arenas on Sunday, will the knees continue to bow other
than for a touch down? There are still flashes on TV screens about praying as seen in the last
few weeks. Will the signs on the side of the road and on billboards come down when COVID19 is over? Is there an emphasis on prayer just for the pandemic? Will the same message
about the importance of praying come with the same sense of urgency in October, November
and December?
As you take a mental walk around your own church, what are the indicators pointing to the
importance of prayer and reading your Bible? Now that we are no longer in the sanctuaries, a
home has become a house of prayer and worship on Sunday mornings. Will worship and
prayer be as significant in homes by the end of 2020, a year that the world changed? What is
your theological perspective on Prayer? Give yourself some time to ponder on what you really
believe and value about prayer?

AS THE WORLD TURNS IN SEARCH FOR A NEW TOMORROW, THE YOUNG AND THE RESTLESS, AS WELL AS THE
OLD AND WISE, MUST STOP AND GIVE INTENTIONAL REFLECTION ON THE DAYS OF OUR LIVES. AS CHRISTIANS, IT
IS TIME TO REFLECT ON WHAT WE TRULY BELIEVE ABOUT PRAYER; RESTORE A SACRED TIME TO GIVE TO PRAYER
AND RETURN TO OUR GOD IN EARNEST PRAYER. THIS TIME OF STILLNESS CAN BE A TIME FOR ALL OF US TO
DEFINE OR REDEFINE OUR OWN THEOLOGY OF PRAYER. PERHAPS THAT IS AN UNINTENDED WORLD-WIDE
MESSAGE FROM THE PANDEMIC. PRAYER IS AT THE HEART OF WORSHIP. DO YOU REALLY BELIEVE IT? WHAT’S
YOUR PERSPECTIVE?

learning by reflecting
WERE YOU ONE OF THE PEOPLE WHO PRAYED MORE DURING THE PANDEMIC? IN WHAT
WAY HAS YOUR PRAYER LIFE CHANGED OVER THE LAST FEW MONTHS? WHAT WAS YOUR
GREATEST CHALLENGE? HAVE YOU MADE ANY COMMITMENT TO READ THE BIBLE MORE OR
GIVE MORE TIME TO GROWING IN YOUR FAITH? WRITE DOWN HOW YOUR LIFE HAS
CHANGED AND WHAT YOU WILL DO DIFFERENTLY THAT YOU HAD NOT DONE OR DONE
REGULARLY.

PC, USA has a
prayer app!
Did you know?

Click the photo
for more
information.

Virtual Church
RESOURCES, INSTRUCTIONS & TUTORIALS
SUSAN C. HAMMERSLEY
PLEASE NOTE: All underlined words or phrases are links to tutorial videos to help you
learn how to use these media platforms and services.
If COVID-19 has done anything good for our churches, it has forced us (sometimes
kicking and screaming) into the digital age. Learning to hold worship and connect with
congregants while maintaining social distancing for some (complete quarantine for
others) has proven to be a different way to “do church.” Growth can be uncomfortable,
yes. However, if we take this opportunity to learn another way to be the Church, without
a building, these new skills can greatly improve the way we operate when we can safely
return to our sanctuaries.
1. Video Conferencing:
Many companies use video conferencing for meetings. In a Church setting, this
option is good for session and committee meetings, small group Bible studies and
counseling.
A. Zoom has become really popular because it is very user friendly.
Pros: Everyone can see and hear each other. Zoom is web based, although
they do offer an app. Participants are not required to sign up or use any
special software. They can be invited by the host via email and can either
video in from the link or use the telephone number provided. Screen and
document sharing, recording and white board are available, and user friendly
also.
Cons: The free version has a 40 minute limit and limit of 100 participants.
(Other plans range from $14.99 a month with 100 participants and no limit to
meeting length to $19.99 for less limitations and customized features.).
If participant has low band width Wi-Fi, they may have problems maintaining a
smooth visual and audio connection.
Side Note: It has been reported that groups are having uninvited attendees and
“highjacking” their Zoom meetings, causing problems. This can be avoided by not
publicly posting the direct links or phone numbers associated. Instead, invite by

B. Skype: How to Download & Install Skype and How to use Skype
Pros: Skype is a free Microsoft software that offers free video calls (one-to-one
or group) that allows sending instant messages, and sharing files to other
people on Skype. It also offers white board, document and screen sharing.
Skype supports large files.
Cons: Skype uses a lot of bandwidth. Although it is known for quality sound
and picture, it is also known to freeze up. It is not as user friendly as Zoom.
2. Social Media:
There are more than one billion people on Facebook and 100 million people on
Instagram. Whether the church facilities are open or closed, having an online
social media presence is crucial in 2020. Facebook and Instagram both offer the
ability to live stream. Once those videos are lived streamed, they stay available to
view and can be embedded into your website as well. Click here to see an
example of embedding.
A. Facebook, How to Live Stream of Facebook
Pros: The widest audience of any platform. Facebook Live can be recorded
from your cell phone.
Cons: You have to pay special attention to sound, as it is not hard wired into
the video. Make sure you still us a sound system if possible or record from
a shorter distance to achieve optimal sound volume.
B. Instagram, How to Live Stream on Instagram
Pros: Instagram can hold a very large audience if you have people following
(when people find you on the social platform and decide to get notifications
of your posts) you.
Cons: You have to pay special attention to sound, as it is not hard-wired into
the video. Make sure you still us a sound system if possible or record from
a shorter distance to achieve optimal sound volume.
Side Note: Embedding is achieved by getting a code from the Facebook video and
pasting that code into your website. Your webmaster should be able to do this easily.

3. YouTube:

Set Up a YouTube Account , Live Stream on YouTube

YouTube is a video sharing service. Once you have an account set up, you can prerecord your services and post them on your channel. Embedding them into your website
and/or sharing them on your church’s social media pages, will make them accessible and
sharable to your congregants. Live streaming through YouTube is also an option.
Pros: Video takes up a great deal of space. YouTube is free and there is no limit of the
video storage you use or have available through your channel. Your page keeps your
videos, making accessing past videos easy.
Cons: It takes a while to get a large following on YouTube. Also, your videos will likely
have advertisements.
Side Note: Using YouTube only isn’t ideal, it is best used in conjunction with social media and
your website, because of the cons stated above.
4. Video Calls:
Whether you use FaceTime, FaceBook Messenger, Skype, Google Duo or another
platform, video calls can be a huge asset to your ministry. Just speaking on the phone
(audio only) is nice, but seeing someone face-to-face is always better. It is not the same
as being in person, but video calls allow you to see and talk to one another in real time.
This tool could be a great for counseling, shut-ins and one-on-one meetings, like
encouraging congregants, welcoming a new baby, or praying directly with a person or
family.

A Praise Perspective
DR. PHYLLIS SANDERS
Have you ever stopped to recount all of the great and joyful things God has done for
you? If you are reading this portion of the Resource Kit, you should pause and give God
praise for at least three important blessing: (1) the blessings of life itself and surviving
the pandemic thus far; (2) the blessing of have eyes strong enough to read, and (3) the
blessing of have a mighty God to Whom you can praise for the marvelous things He has
done. Praise is a spiritual act of recounting all that God has done for you, your family,
your friends and the world.
According to the Book of Order (Directory for Worship, W-1.0101), “Christians worship
gives all glory and honor, praise and thanksgiving to the holy, triune God. We are
gathered in worship to glorify the God who is present and active among us—particularly
through the gifts of Word and Sacrament. We are sent out in service to glorify the same
God who is present and active in the world.”
Christians often speak of “praising God.” Christians even sing about praising God: “Praise
God from Whom all blessings flow. Praise Him all creatures here below.” If we look
back, pre-pandemic, did praising God in our churches and homes have a prominent
place? Was God praised in the good times only? What about when you go through the
valley?
Actually, the Bible commands all creatures to praise the Lord as found in Psalm150: 6,
“Let everything that has breath praise the LORD.” Some Americans say their religious
faith has strengthened as a result of the outbreak, even as the vast majority of U.S.
churchgoers report that their congregations have closed regular worship services to
the public, according to a new Pew Research Center survey. Americans in historically
black Protestant churches and those who describe themselves as very religious are
particularly likely to say their faith has strengthened as reported by the survey. It
remains to be seen whether the strengthened faith that some Americans are
experiencing will translate into greater service attendance, since most houses of
worship are closed due to nationwide social distancing recommendations.It is important
to recognize and call out those areas in your life that deserve praise and honor to God
for getting you through the roughest time of the pandemic. Each person in your family
should name at least three blessings that have not been listed by another person. This
activity can bring hope and healing as we seek to overcome the crisis.

With your family, discuss the best things that came from this period of
change and stillness? Discuss what made you sad? Pray to overcome
remaining sadness. Read Psalms 34:1-4; 149; 150.

Praise

The word “praise” occurs thirteen times in six verses of Psalm 150. Give
attention to verses 1-6. Verse one tells you where to praise: “Praise God in His
sanctuary; praise Him in the firmament of His Power. In the next verse, it
directs you to understand why you are to praise Him. “Praise Him for His
mighty acts; praise Him according to His excellent greatness.” Then it goes on
further to tell you how to praise God. Praise Him with the timbrel and dance;
praise Him with stringed instruments and organs. Praise Him upon the loud
cymbals; praise Him upon the high sounding cymbals.
Finally, it tells who should praise Him. “Let everything that hath breath praise
the Lord. Praise ye the Lord.” (KJV) If you have breath, you need to praise the
LORD!!
You may likely hear more people praising God in our churches after this
pandemic. If some people speak out with an “Amen” to the pastor’s message
or waves a hand during a song, don’t frown Presbyterians, they are just
praising a mighty God for the things He has done in their lives. If you do not
have a reason to offer up praise, then praise God for those people who do.

Thought
Many of our doubts and fears would fly away if we praised God more. And many of our
trials and troubles would altogether vanish if we began to sing of our mercies. Oftentimes,
depression of spirit that will not yield to a whole night of wrestling, would yield to ten
minutes of thanksgiving before God.” (From Charles Spurgeon’s Sermon #2679, published
June 17, 1900).
Do you agree?

Yes

No

Maybe So

Individual Preperation
DR. PHYLLIS SANDERS

Officials are granting permission to businesses to reopen for the sake of the economy. The
President of the United States voices the churches as essential and they are. The President
also said return to churches. Are you prepared? Have you made a decision to return? The
Coronavirus still remains in the air and in people. There are several steps that we, as
Christians of Godly wisdom, must consider—praying, praising and preparing as the COVID-19
storm passes over.

Step 1
Begin by turning the lyrics to this song into a Prayer of Preparation for you and your family.

‘Til the Storm Passes By (Gaither Vocal Band)
In the dark of the midnight have I oft hid my face
While the storm howls above me, and there's no hiding place
'Mid the crash of the thunder, Precious Lord, hear my cry
Keep me safe till the storm passes by
Till the storm passes over, till the thunder sounds no more
Till the clouds roll forever from the sky
Hold me fast, let me stand in the hollow of Thy hand
Keep me safe till the storm passes by
Many times Satan whispered, "There is no need to try
For there's no end of sorrow, there's no hope by and by"
But I know Thou art with me, and tomorrow I'll rise
Where the storms never darken the skies
Till the storm passes over, till the thunder sounds no more
Till the clouds roll forever from the sky
Hold me fast, let me stand in the hollow of Thy hand
Keep me safe till the storm passes by
When the long night has ended and the storms come no more
Let me stand in Thy presence on the bright peaceful shore
In that land where the tempest, never comes, Lord, may I
Dwell with Thee when the storm passes by
Till the storm passes over, till the thunder sounds no more
Till the clouds roll forever from the sky
Hold me fast, let me stand in the hollow of Thy hand
Keep me safe till the storm passes by
Source: LyricFind

Step 2
Pray before you begin to go out and mingle among people. The world has changed over the
past three to four months. You are a part of that change. The world is opening to new norms,
but the COVID-19 Virus is still lurking around. Do not assume, at any age or condition, you are
exempt from contracting the virus. Follow healthy procedures: washing hands, covering the
mouth and nose, avoiding close contact, getting adequate sleep and keeping your body
filled with healthy foods, water and supplements as recommended by your doctor. Continue
to keep your environment disinfected. If you do not feel well, do not go out. Choose wisely
where you go and what you will do. Pray.

Step 3
Be aware that the pandemic has various effects on people. The pandemic is not just a
medical phenomenon; it affected individuals and society in many ways, causing disruptions
to logical thinking, anxieties, stress and xenophobia (A strong aversion to strangers). Be
careful not to engage in arguments and be patient with people who may be slow or show
signs of confusion. People may be more vulnerable to behaviors of anger and fear. Reentering into society is an adjustment for everyone, including you. Several mental conditions
in people have changed
Be safe. Be careful. Be prayerful.

Collective Preparation
DR. PHYLLIS SANDERS
Collectively, we have to begin to rethink and reinvent how we do church. The 2020 pandemic
has brought new norms, and we will not be going back to what we thought was normal. God
has presented us with a new picture of life, church life too.
Several churches have placed their ideas and thoughts on the Internet which have been
passed around, but what about your church specifically? What do you and your leaders need
to do to prepare for the “The Return?” Do you have a re-entry plan or are you waiting for
directions from the denomination or the presbytery? They will offer guidelines, but you will
have to develop a plan that meets your culture and environmental needs. It is up to you how
you respond. Remember that respond is the root word of responsibility. Respond with prayer
and discernment in your responsibility in the practice of ministry.
Take time to read the approved recommendations for re-entry on the Trinity Presbytery
website and shared by email.

The Norm is Gone!
Our used to be "norm" has been transformed by a pandemic. We have changed.
Churches have changed and the world has changed. It has not been all bad but some
are sad. It has taken us from one state of being to another. Review some of the “states
of being” and add more if you desire. We have gone:
From Crisis to Christ
From Trial to Triumph
From Mess to Miracles
From Fear to Faith
From Depression to Development
From Pitiful to Prayerful
From Painful to Powerful
From Brokenness to Boldness
From Hollowness to Holiness
From Callousness to Carefulness
From Resistance to Receiving
From Death to Life

laughter

to the process.

1. What has hands but doesn’t clap?
2. What happens once in a lifetime, twice in a moment, but never in one hundred
years?
3. I am an odd number. Take away a letter and I become even. What number am I?

1. A Clock.
2. The Letter M
3. Solution: Seven.

Add some

Father,
We thank You for a new awakening. We have been humbled. We
know without a doubt that You have the whole world in Your hand, all
sisters and brothers of all colors and nationalities. There has been no
discrimination in those who have contracted the disease, rich and
poor, young and old, majority and minority and those who had a
relationship with You and those who did not. We are deeply cracked
but not broken because You remain our Sovereign Lord. There are
those who still attempt to give carnal reasoning and unrealistic credit
to the cause and cure of this pandemic. We know that You have the
answers to all questions. Let us ask what the messages are that You
want us to receive and to address that will glorify Your purposes.
Speak to us, your people, in a voice that is undeniably Yours. Help all
of us to join in prayer, recognizing, respecting and relying on Your
promises to heal the land if we humble ourselves, pray and seek Your
face. Help the world and all leaders and followers to turn from any
existing wicked ways and injustices so that we may hear from heaven
and pray that You will forgive our sins and will heal our land. This is
our humble prayer in the Name of Jesus.

Amen!

As we become more and more serious and deliberate in our efforts to have
Vital Congregations, let us begin to reflect upon some profound quotes
from Presbyterian Theologians.

"As we grapple with the emerging church of the 21st Century,
it is important that we together listen, learn and envision the
future."
J. Herbert Nelson, II

"Racism is a form of religion and therefore an idolatry
diametrically opposed to Christianity because it does not
respect the fundamental truth that God has created all human
beings in God’s own image and that they are equal in God’s
sight."
Gayraud S. Wilmore

"In church wide work, we’ve got to trust God and give
ourselves the privilege of failing. Try it and if it doesn’t work,
then we know we need to pick it up and refine it."
Diane Moffett

"It is requisite that God should put His hand under us, or else
our falls would be deadly."
John Calvin

